The present article studies the combination of folk and original music from the point of view of
of "re-intonement" of this prototype on the composition-dramaturgic, imagery-conceptual levels of symphonic music by N. Mentser.
Observing the imagery aspect of symphonic music, we find that in its plot N.
Metser implemented the "primary and the most stable patterns, images and plots of the folklore system", forming "a sort of its original fund" [2, 11] . The system of such imagerydramaturgic archetype constants, demonstrated (first by K.G. Jung) on the basis of archaic myth-making, is conventionally referred to as archetypical mythologemes [2, 6] . Clarifying the tasks of the present article, let us emphasize the task of finding such mythological basics of plots, "underlying myth-like patterns" [4, 161] , musical metaphors of the "collective" layer of dramaturgical contents and composition of the symphonic music by N. Mentser.
Myth and music, understood as texts (sign systems), interact both in the aspect of the information they bear and the ways used to code it. Being elements of a text "coming from outside" (in relation to the one written by the composer), the mythologemes have the property of intertextuality [1, 65] as they are adopted into the musical text written by the composer and into its components: meaning and structure [1, 32] .
Mythopoetic intext of N. Mentser is manifested on two structural-conceptual levels.
Firstly, it acts as a conceptual component, the plot which exists beyond the music, reflected in the internal content layer and the most general compositional features of imagery and plot system of the musical pieces. Secondly, it acts as a specifically "tangible" expression of this intext in music and style, as a musical, "folklore" The myth systems are not presented in the works by N. Mentser as belonging to any ethnic classes (i.e. Chuckchee, Eskimo, Nanai, Ulch, Udege, Nivkh, Evenki etc.), though the titles often assume it; they are presented in a general way. It is determined, firstly, by the objective processes of assimilation occurring in the polyethnic regional folklore itself through the whole 20 th century, and, secondly, by the peculiarities of mythology as a universal sign system manifested in various plots with a common core [4, 248] . At the same time, for example, on the conceptual-semantic level of the musical piece, in the correlation of the functional orientation of the myth and the common conceptual layer, the actual national "addresses" of such "plots" or the "program pattern" turn out to be irrelevant due to their great conceptual generalization. The sense of statics, a specific "stability"
and firmness of the conceptual system of N.
Mentser's music, the effect of multidimensionality One of the ways to represent the "game" through traditional archetypical antinomies in music by M. Mentser is the transition from "the past" to "the present", from "social chaos"
to "social cosmos", from the "world creation"
process to postulating it through the "universal celebration", from "disharmony" to "harmony". Mentser (1910 Mentser ( -1997 as a composer, was brought up in the academic traditions of professional European music. He set his main creative task as to revive the folklore of the Russian Far East indigenous peoples. The record archive he selflessly collected in expeditions and thorough research of the records, creation of over 30 symphonic pieces, around 50 arrangements of songs on folklore stylistic basis, organization of amateur and professional ensembles among the local population to reconstruct local musical folklore are very few of the results of his activity.
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Generalized myth interpretation is determined by the youth of the Far East composers' organization first (experimental) resorts to folklore in local composers' music and in music by N. Mentser in particular. 
